DIRECT SPEECH IN NON-LITERARY TEXTS: A POSSIBLE
SOURCE OF INFORMATION ON THE EARLY
CHARACTER OF SPOKEN HEBREW?
Yael Reshef
The Hebrew University
The nature of early Hebrew speech is unknown due to the scarcity of documentation prior to the 1950s. This article presents a new source of information,
namely quotations of the spoken language embedded in archival documents
from the 1920s–1940s, and discusses its value for the study of the evolution of
spoken Hebrew. The advantages of the material as compared to other available
sources is analyzed, as well as its limitations. This material offers a rare glimpse
at the way ordinary speakers—rather than professional writers or
grammarians—experienced the spoken language and represented it in writing.
Though an attempt for a reconstruction of early Hebrew speech based on this
material is not possible, it can certainly shed light on the overall character of the
period’s spoken language, as well as on some of its specific traits. The textual
examples provided throughout the article offer scholars the access to hitherto
unknown material, indispensable for the study of the early layer of Modern
Hebrew.

1.!INTRODUCTION
The emergence of spoken Hebrew is the sole incident known to linguists
in which a liturgical and literary language turned into a spoken vernacular.
The study of this fascinating process, though, faces a major problem: the lack
of data on which to reconstruct the characteristics of Hebrew speech in its
early, formative years. As is well known, documentation of spoken Hebrew
from the first decades of its existence is seriously lacking.1 The first recordings
of spontaneous speech were made by linguists in the 1950s,2 while from the
first half of the twentieth century all that is available is a relatively small number of newsreels and cinematographic films, which record the formal and stylistically elevated usage of presenters, actors, and public figures rather than

!E. Glinert, “Nyly dwdl ‘Pfh ypl’ lC ywmsh rybjtb Mynwyo :trbwdmh hCdjh tyrboh rwqml” (Limkor
haivrit haxadasha hameduberet: iyunim bataxbir hasamuy shel ‘lefi hataf’ ledavid yelin; On the sources of
colloquial Modern Hebrew: The covert syntax of Yellin’s Primer lefi hataf), wnnwCl (Leshonenu) 55 (1990):
109–112.
2
!For transcripts based on these recordings see H. Blanc, “ylarCy yrbo rwbyd lC ofq” (Keta shel dibur ivri
yisreeli; An excerpt of Israeli Hebrew speech), wnnwCl 21 (1957): 33–39; H. Blanc, “Israeli Hebrew Texts,”
in Studies in Egyptology and Linguistics in Honour of H. J. Polotsky, ed. H. B. Rosen (Jerusalem, 1964),
pp. 132–152.
1
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the daily speech of ordinary speakers.3 Any attempt to reconstruct the characteristics of spoken Hebrew prior to the 1950s has to be based, therefore, on
written sources.
Unfortunately, the evidence found in written sources is also scarce and
lacking. Some information on the spoken language may be retrieved from the
prescriptive linguistic literature of the early twentieth century, aimed at improving speakers’ usage. The attempts to correct certain usages unintentionally documented the presence of such usages among speakers, but the
evidence found in this kind of literature is fragmented and partial.4 Literary
dialogues written during the relevant period are even less informative, as they
relied on models of speech presentation developed in modern Hebrew literature prior to the transformation of Hebrew into a daily spoken language.
Consequently, during most of the twentieth century, literary dialogues tended
to be written in an elevated language and to include invented elements, and
seldom reflected authentic traits of daily speech.5 Hence, as Chaim Rabin
pointed out, “today it is necessary to reconstruct really from splinters, from
minor comments here and there, in a detective-like manner, the evolution of
the revival of Hebrew.”6
The aim of this paper is to draw readers’ attention to a hitherto unrecognized source of information on early Hebrew speech: quotations of the spoken language scattered in archival documents kept at the Tel-Aviv–Jaffa
Municipal Archive (henceforth: TAA). Such documents, keeping record of the
municipal administrative correspondence and paperwork of the so-called
“First Hebrew City,” are a unique source of information, as they offer a rare
glimpse at the way ordinary people—rather than professional grammarians or
3

!For the inventory of recordings available see W. Luterman and J. Tryster, eds., Israel Newsreel
Collection, Vol. 1: 1932–1956 (Jerusalem, 1992).
4
!See Y. Reshef, “twrps lC htmwrt :MyrCoh hamh lC hnwCarh tyxjmb trbwdmh tyrboh trkhl twrwqm
NwClh ynwqyt” (Mekorot lehakarat haivrit hameduberet bamaxatsit harishona shel hamea haesrim: trumata
shel sifrut tikuney halashon; Sources for data on spoken Hebrew during the first half of the twentieth
century: The contribution of prescriptive literature), hytwyjaw tyrboh (Haivrit weahyoteha: Studies in
Hebrew language and its contact with Semitic languages and Jewish languages) 5–6 (2004–2005): 209–227.
5
!This topic has been explored extensively in research. See, inter alia, I. Even-Zohar, “Nysng lxa gwlaydh
Myyswrh Myldwmh tlaCw” (Hadialog etsel gnesin usheelat hamodelim harusiyim; Gnessin’s dialogues and the
question of the Russian models), in twdwotw Myrqjm :Nysng Nsyn yrwa (Uri nissan gnessin: nexkarim uteudot;
U.N. Gnessin: Studies and Documents], ed. D. Miron and D. Laor (Jerulalem, 1986), pp. 11–41; R. BenShahar, “twyrqyo twnjt :tylarCyh trwpysb gwlaydh NwCl twjtpth” (Hitpatxut leshon hadialog basiporet
hayisreelit: taxanot ikariyot; The development of dialogue language in Israeli prose: Main phases), Nds
(Sadan) 1 (1994): 217–240; G. Toury, 1945–1930 MynCb tyrbol ytwrpsh Mwgrthw Mwgrt lC twmrwn (Normot
shel tirgum vehatirgum hasifruti leivrit bashanim 1930–1945; Translational norms and literary translation
into Hebrew, 1930–1945), (Tel Aviv, 1977), pp. 152–154.
6
!Ch. Rabin, “tyrboh NwClh tyyjtl hdwhy-Nb rzoyla lC wtmwrt” (Trumato shel eliezer ben-yehuda litxiyat
halashon haivrit; Eliezer’s Ben-Yehudah’s contribution to the revival of the Hebrew language), hrdtq
(Cathedra) 2 (1976): 107.
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writers—chose to represent the spoken language in writing. They therefore
add a unique dimension to the fragmentary information available about the
character of Hebrew speech in its initial stages.
Such material may add pieces to the missing puzzle of early spoken
Hebrew, but an attempt to suggest a reconstruction of the spoken language
based on it would be premature. While the corpus currently available is relatively vast, and includes more than one hundred documents containing
quotations—ranging from a single word (usually a curse)7 to complete
episodes8—a careful examination of the advantages and drawbacks of this
corpus is a prerequisite for any responsible linguistic analysis. As will be
shown below, the relationship between actual speech and its oral and written
representations is complex, and presumed quotations included in a text do not
necessarily replicate what was actually uttered in reality. As a result, traits of
the spoken language may only be retrieved from this material following a
careful analysis.
The following pages offer a preliminary discussion of the corpus, focusing
on methodological considerations crucial for its effective interpretation.
Section 2 presents the main strategies for speech presentation, among them
direct speech, sections 3–5 provide a detailed description of the corpus,9 while
sections 6–7 focus on its possible contribution to research by presenting its
advantages and limitations. Special attention is given throughout the text to
the unique characteristics of the corpus as compared to alternative sources of
information on the nature of spoken Hebrew in its early stages. Numerous
textual examples are provided, as the availability of hitherto unknown data
may form in itself a significant contribution to the ongoing debate about the
emergence processes of Modern Hebrew.10
!For example: “rdjhm wytCrgw ‘lwwnm’ wl ytarq ,rwmgl wl yttn al ,dam [!]ytCgrth” (Nov. 29, 1933,
TAA 4-4300) [I got very excited, I didn’t let him finish, I called him “villain” and I chased him out of the
room]; “hmwdkw ‘hzbn’ MCb ytwa arqlw ynprjlw ynpdgl lyjth ytwlaC lo twnol Mwqmb l″nh” (June 2, 1927,
TAA 4-4300) [the abovementioned, instead of replying to my questions, started to swear and curse me, to
call me “despised” etc.]; “‘hlqnrp’ lmrkh bwjr oxmab yl arwq bwrbs rm” (Feb. 23, 1943, TAA 4-4300)
[Mr. Svarov calls me in the middle of Carmel St. “frenkale”].
8
!See below.
9
!The description offered in these sections is relevant not only to the analysis of the corpus currently
available, but is intended also to assist researchers interested in pursuing a similar research direction in their
efforts to locate data of this kind.
10
!For this debate see inter alia Ch. Rabin, “?tyrboh NwClh tyyjt htyyh hm” (Me haita txiyat ha-lašon haivrit?; What was the revival of the Hebrew language?), in NwCl yrqj (Xikrey lašon; Linguistic studies),
(Jerusalem, 1999), pp. 359–376; E. Glinert, Limkor; S. Izreel, “trbwdmh tyrboh lC htwwhth ykylhtl
larCyb” (Letahalixei hithavuta shel haivrit hameduberet beyisrael; The emergence of spoken Israeli
Hebrew), hdwot (Teuda) 18 (2002): 217–238; R. Kuzar, Hebrew and Zionism: A Discourse Analytic
Cultural Study, (New York, 2001); J. Blau, “tyrboh tyyjt lo Myrwhrh” (Hirhurim al txiyat haivrit;
Reflections on the revival of Hebrew), wnnwCl (Leshonenu) 65.3–4 (2004): 315–324.
7
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2.!STRATEGIES OF SPEECH PRESENTATION AND THEIR
MANIFESTATION IN ARCHIVAL DOCUMENTS
The presence of direct speech in archival documents recording the administering of the city of Tel Aviv in its early years is not self-evident. Differently
from core features of the language—such as noun and verb inflection, syntactic agreement, and so forth—which obligatorily manifest each time language
is used, direct speech is patently associated with specific rhetorical functions,
and therefore with specific types of discourse. As direct speech may create a
dramatic effect,11 express involvement,12 indicate a change of tone or point of
view,13 or enhance the credibility and authority of a report,14 its employment
tends to be confined to discourse types whose goals and functions are compatible with these rhetorical effects, primarily daily conversation, literary
dialogue, and journalistic discourse.15 At the same time, direct speech is not
expected to occur in discourse types geared at a more detached, businesslike
tone, such as essayistic, academic, or juridical writing.16 In such discourse
types, reference to former speech is not normally expressed through a verbatim quotation, but typically appears as a paraphrase, focusing on the contents
rather than on the form of what was said. Administrative texts belong as a
rule to the latter group.
During the British Mandate period, though, direct speech occurred fairly
frequently in administrative texts, alongside other strategies of speech presentation, in sharp contrast with the contemporary practice. The following text
provides such an example.17

11

!A. Wierzbicka, “The Semantics of Direct and Indirect Discourse,” Papers in Linguistics 7 (1974):
267–307; M. Sternberg, “Proteus in Quotation-Land: Mimesis and the Forms of Reported Discourse,”
Poetics Today 3.2 (1982): 107–156.
12
!W. Chafe, Discourse, Consciousness, and Time (Chicago, 1994), p. 218.
13
!G. N. Leech and M. H. Short, Style in Fiction (New York, 1981), p. 348.
14
!L. R. Waugh, “Reported Speech in Journalistic Discourse: The Relation of Function and Text,” Text
15.1 (1995), p. 132.
15
!See W. Chafe, Discourse, pp. 212–223; G. N. Leech and M. H. Short, Style, pp. 318–336; L. R.
Waugh, “Reported Speech,” respectively. As noted by Chafe (p. 218), even in those discourse types, direct
speech has a variable distribution.
16
!On the notions of “detachment” versus “involvement” and their manifestations in language see W.
Chafe, “Integration and Involvement in Speaking, Writing and Oral Literature,” in Spoken and Written
Language: Exploring Orality and Litracy, ed. D. Tannen (Norwood, 1982), pp. 35–53.
17
!Here and elsewhere, the original spelling and punctuation were maintained, including corrections,
underline, or partial vocalization that appear in the original. Obvious spelling and typing mistakes are
marked by an exclamation mark, or corrected in square brackets. Omissions and additions similarly appear in
square brackets. Features of interest are marked with italics. English translations are provided in the
footnotes.
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dwbkl
,ybydn .yrm
ryoh rykzm
.n.a

[b]

[c]

[d]

[e]
[f]

[g]
[h]

yxjw hryl taxwh rbdb NwbCjw Nyd wl ayxmhl dbktm ynnh wtCqbl Mathb
MyrfwC 2 tywlb jqwr rm hyryoh Car Mo ytosn 20.9.38 Kyratb .MylCwryb
yxj jq„ :yl rmaw y″am 500 Ks yl Ntn jqwr rm MylCwryl ytabCk .MylCwryl
ytalm yna .“Myxwr MhC hm twtClw lwkal Mhl Nttw MyrfwCh ta jqw hryl
Ks rwbt hpqb ytmlCw twtClw lwkal Mhl yttnw hyryoh Car lC wytwarwh ta
[…] y″am 483
jqwr rm [,]Ndo Nwlml ytosnw tydwhyh twnkwsh ydrCmm jqwr rm axy 2 hoCb
rm za[…]y″am 2 qr yl CyC jqwr rml ytyno za Psk dwo yl Cy [!]Mo ytwa laC
ynwxr ,“bwf wlkatw Myrhxh tjwra lwkal wklt„ :rmaw y″al 1 yl Ntn jqwr
,hyryoh Carm hdwqp hz wrma MyrfwCh lba Myrhx lwkal hyh al Mnma
lwkal Mwyh Mykyrx wnjna Nkl hyryoh Car Mo drwqsa Mwy lk Myoswn al wnjna
rtwy dwow lwkal or Nyo ylb Myodwyw bwf Nwbat h″b Cy MyrfwCl […].twtClw
ytlka (Myrhx ytlka al yna) y″am 450 ytmlC MwlCtl [!]abCw ,hytCh ta
wCqb MyrfwChw byba-ltl wnrzj .hybjrb rnyxrwf rwspwrp ydwd lxa Myrhx
64 ytmlCw tCq twaspwq 2 ytynq [,]twyrgs Mhl twnql [Pqwt!=] Pkt lkb
Cwrdl hbrh Kk lk hpy al hzC Mhl ytrmaw MyrfwCh ta ytrhzh yna ,y″am
.Pskh ta hz Kms lo Kl Ntwn hyryoh CarC yl wno Mh ,ynmm
MyrfwCh […] byba-ltb hrfCmh tnjtm “rwqsah„ ta bwC ytjql trjml
120 ytmlCw Myxybdns 8 ytynq ,wlka al Mhw twyh rqwb tjwra ynmm wCqb
Car Mo ytosn 12 hoCb ,y″am 20 sstw y″am 32 ytmlCw twyrgs ytynq ,y″am
MyrfwCh Ma rma hyryoh Car [,]hnyw hpql hmCmw hlCmmh tybl hyryoh
hnyw hpq lwmmC hpql Mta ytsnkn ,Mhl ttl rhm twtClw lwkal Myxwr
Mtwa ytrhmC ylzm hyh hzw ,y″am 260 ytmlCw twtClw lwkal Mhl [!]yttwnw
.lkwah oxmab Mtwa qysph jqwr rmw twyh
hzw […] “oqoy” ynaC Nmzh lk wqox Mhw twyh Mta jkwthl rbk ytyxr al yna
.Ntn hyryoh Car qr wnl Ntwn al hta
,byba-ltl owsnl tnm lo MylCwryl wnrzjw twrfol hyryoh Car Mo ytosn
Mta wjql Myxybdnsh ta ,hrybw Myxybdns wCqbw Nwbat wlbq bwC MyrfwCh
[…].y″am 160 Ks ytmlC hpqb wtC hrybh taw Krdl
Pkt ynaC ryohl ynwxr Nk wmkw hzh NwbCjh ta wdwbkl rwsml dbktm ynnh
.dwam rzwm hz hyh ynyobw twyh ,Nynoh lk ta wdwbkl rpsl ytyxr [!]ytrzwjC
,br dwbkb

rnrb owCwhy
(Sept. 29, 1938, TAA 2-7(14)) 29.9.38 byba-lt
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To Mr. Y. Nedivi
City Secretary
Dear Sir,
Following his request I am honored to provide him with a report regarding
the expenditure of one pound and a half in Jerusalem. On 9/20/38 I traveled with
the mayor, Mr. Rokah, to Jerusalem accompanied by two policemen. When we
reached Jerusalem, Mr. Rokah gave me the sum of 500 Palestine Mil and told
me: “Take half a pound and take the policemen and let them eat and drink whatever they want.” I followed the mayor’s orders, and let them eat and drink, and
paid in the Café the sum of 483 Mil….
At 2 p.m. Mr. Rokah left the Jewish Agency offices and I went to the
“Eden” hotel. Mr. Rokah asked me if I still had money, and I replied to Mr.
Rokah that I have only 2 Mil…so Mr. Rokah gave me 1 pound and said: “ G o
eat lunch, and eat well.” Indeed, it was not my will to eat lunch, but the policemen said it is an order from the mayor, we don’t go every day to escort the
mayor, therefore we need to eat and drink today.… The policemen have, thanks
God, a good appetite, and they know to eat well (literally: no evil eye) and even
more to drink, and when the time came to pay I paid 450 Mil (I didn’t eat lunch)
I ate lunch at my uncle’s, Prof. Turziner in Rehavia. We returned to Tel Aviv
and the policemen asked forcefully to buy them cigarettes, I bought two packets
of “Keshet” and paid 64 Mil. I warned the policemen that it is not nice to demand so much from me, [but] they replied to me that the mayor gives you [!] the
money on this account.
On the next day I took again the “escort” from the police station in Tel
Aviv.… The policemen asked breakfast from me since they haven’t eaten, I
bought eight sandwiches and paid 120 Mil, bought cigarettes and paid 32 Mil,
and soda drinks 20 Mils. At noon I went with the mayor to the government
buildings and from there to “Café Wienna.” The mayor said if the policemen
want to eat and drink, give them quickly. I entered the Café opposite “Café
Wienna,” and I gave them to eat and drink and paid 260 Mil. And it was lucky
that I hurried them since Mr. Rokah stopped us in the middle of the meal.
I didn’t want to argue with them any more as they always shouted that I’m a
“Yekke”…. and its not you who give us, only the mayor gave.
I went with the mayor to Atarot and we went back to Jerusalem in order to
travel to Tel Aviv, the policemen got hungry again and asked for sandwiches and
beer. They took the sandwiches with them for the road, while the beer they drank
in the Café. I paid the sum of 160 Mil…
I hereby hand his excellency this account, and in addition I would like to
comment that immediately upon my return I wanted to tell his excellency about
the whole matter, since it seemed to me very strange.
With great respect,
Joshua Brenner,
Tel Aviv

Indications of certain features of the writer’s spoken language may be
found in various places in the text. Note especially the spelling of yttwn in
paragraph d and ytrzwj in paragraph g, which hint at a non-native accent. The
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focus of attention here, though, will be on those places in which the writer intentionally tried to represent speech in his text.18
As was extensively noted by literary critics and linguists alike, several
strategies may be employed by speakers and writers to refer to former
speech.19 The corpus under examination poses relatively few problems in isolating cases of direct speech, since it mainly employs three well-defined strategies.20
1)!Referred-to speech21/Narrative report of speech acts.22 In this strategy, the report is limited to a general classification of the type of speech event
involved, for example, request, curse, quarrel, conversation, and so forth,
while no attempt is made to provide specific details on either the exact contents of the exchange or its form.23 Examples from the text are MyrfwCh
rqwb tjwra ynmm wCqb (the policemen asked breakfast from me) or Mtwa ytrhm
(I hurried them; both in par. d).
2)!Indirect Speech provides more details on the verbal interaction involved through a paraphrase of what was said. The utterance referred to is
expressed by a subordinate clause, in which deictic elements such as tense,
person, and spacio-temporal adverbs are adapted to the circumstances of the
reporting speech event, for example, Psk dwo yl Cy M[a] ytwa laC jqwr rm

18

!Writers may choose not to refer at all to the fact that language was used when they report about events
that probably involved some kind of verbal exchanges, e.g., twtClw lwkal Mhl yttn (I let them eat and
drink; par. b). Such cases are outside the scope of the current research.
19
!For a detailed description of the properties of these strategies and the differences between them, the
interested reader is referred to the existing research literature. See, inter alia A. Wierzbicka, “Semantics”; W.
Chafe, Discourse, pp. 212–219; G. N. Leech and M. H. Short, Style, pp. 318–336; L. R. Waugh,
“Reported Speech”; B. McHale, “Free Indirect Discourse: A Survey of Recent Accounts,” PTL: A Journal
for Descriptive Poetics and Theory of Literature 3 (1978): 239–287; H. Borer, “obmh lC MyynwCl Myfbh
blwCmh” (Hebetim leshoniyim shel hamaba hameshulav; Linguistic aspects of the combined discourse),
twrpsh (Hasifrut) 30–31 (1982): 35–57.
20
!Only in rare cases were the boundaries between those strategies indiscriminate in my corpus, and
utterances featured traits of two or more such strategies. Such an example appears in paragraph c: “wno Mh
Pskh ta hz Kms lo Kl Ntwn hyryoh CarC yl” (they replied to me that the mayor gives you [!] the money
on this account). In this case, the subordinator -C , associated with indirect speech (strategy 2 below) is
included side by side with the person conjugation associated with direct speech (strategy 3 below), in this
case Kl. For a discussion of the phenomenon see L. R. Waugh, “Reported Speech,” pp. 141–150. On the
other hand, no instances occurred in the corpus of the complex phenomenon of free indirect speech, which
intentionally blurs the distinction between quotes and non-quotes (see for example B. McHale, “Free Indirect
Discourse.” For many examples from Hebrew literature see: E. Doron and M. Ron, “Mybxmh tqyfnms
hCdjh tylarCyh trwpysh Nm twmgwd yp lo blwCmh obmhw” [Semantikat hamatsavim vehamaba hameshulav
al pi dugmot min hasiporet hayisreelit haxadasha], tyrbo twnClb [Balshanut ivrit; Hebrew linguistics]
28–30 [1990]: 21–29).
21
!This is the term suggested by W. Chafe, Discourse, especially pp. 213–214, 237–238.
22
!This is the term suggested by G. N. Leech and M. H. Short, Style, pp. 323–324.
23
!See in detail W. Chafe, Discourse, pp. 213–214; G. N. Leech and M. H. Short, Style, pp. 323–324.
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(Mr. Rokah asked me if I still had money; par. c, rather than the original Kl
Cy).24
The choice of this strategy overtly indicates that only a paraphrase of the
original speech event is provided. At first glance it seems that only the adaptation of the deictic elements separates it from the original utterance, but in fact
indirect speech may also include omissions of elements or significant changes
in the syntactic structure compared to the original utterance. A closer examination reveals that the degree of proximity to the exact words used by the
original speaker is undetermined, and may range from a minimal deviation
from the actual words uttered to a mere representation of the contents of
what was said, or even its implications, in the reporting person’s own
words.25
3) Direct Speech. Differently from its alternatives, the choice of direct
speech presumably provides an exact verbatim replica of what was actually
said. The choice of this strategy implies a commitment of the reporting person
to faithfully represent not only the propositional content of the original utterance, but the exact words used too.26 In the text quoted above, direct speech
serves as the dominant strategy. Occasionally it features the orthographic
convention of being enclosed in quotation marks, for example, “ yxj jq
Myxwr MhC hm twtClw lwkal Mhl Nttw MyrfwCh ta jqw hryl ” (Take half a
pound and take the policemen and let them eat and drink whatever they
want; par. b), but in other cases no quotation marks appear, for example,
Mhl ttl rhm twtClw lwkal Myxwr MyrfwCh Ma rma hyryoh Car (The mayor
said if the policemen want to eat and drink, give them quickly; par. d). Cases
of direct speech were therefore identified based on their grammatical and syntactic properties, regardless of the presence or absence of quotation marks.27
While the use of direct speech is not a conventional feature of administrative discourse, including the period examined, the text quoted is by no means
exceptional: throughout the Mandate period, instances of direct speech repeatedly occur in administrative texts. Very often, as in this case, they include
mundane utterances, based on colloquial usages, incompatible with the rules
of Hebrew grammar but common in daily speech to this day. Thus, for in24

!This discourse strategy is widely discussed in the literature. See for instance W. Chafe, Discourse, pp.
214–215, 239–240; G. N. Leech and M. H. Short, Style, pp. 318–320; B. McHale, “Free Indirect
Discourse,” pp. 250–256. For a detailed discussion of the differences between different kinds of deictics see
H. Borer, “Myfbh.”
25
!L. R. Waugh, “Reported Speech,” pp. 157, 159, 162.
26
!G. N. Leech and M. H. Short, Style, p. 320; L. R. Waugh, “Reported Speech,” pp. 137, 154; W.
Chafe, Discourse, p. 215.
27
!See also note 20.
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stance, we encounter in this text the familiar replacement of the imperative by
future forms, for example, bwf wlkatw Myrhxh tjwra lwkal wklt (Go eat
lunch, and eat well; par. c), or the lack of accord between a pronominal
subject and its predicate in nominal constructions, such as Carm hdwqp hz
hyryoh (it is an order from the mayor; par. c). Moreover, the instances of
direct speech in this text are syntactically arranged in coordinated clauses,
typical to speech, rather than in the more complex, subordinate syntax associated with the written language.28 Other texts similarly include features of vocabulary, phraseology, grammar, and syntax typical to spoken Hebrew.
The overall character of this corpus is entirely different from the fragmentary and language-conscious representations of the spoken language included
during that period in texts written by professional writers, teachers, and grammarians.29 The instances of direct speech scattered in administrative archival
documents seem to reflect on many occasions authentic characteristics of a
living, fluent, colloquial Hebrew speech, unaffected by literary, normative, or
didactic considerations.
3.!TYPICAL CIRCUMSTANCES FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF DIRECT
SPEECH
The occurrences of direct speech were not sporadically distributed in the
archival documents examined, but were confined to a specific set of circumstances: reports about verbal confrontations that the writer participated in or
had witnessed, and in which an official of one of the Yishuv’s institutions was
involved. In most cases, the trigger for the confrontation had been an inappropriate remark of such an official towards an ordinary citizen or towards
one of his colleagues (as in examples 2 and 3, respectively). Only occasionally
the confrontation had been triggered by the way an ordinary citizen had
addressed a public servant (as in example 4).
(2)
Kl” ,“jqwrl hnpt ?Kl Myon al” :Nwmzp Nyok ,wyla hnwph rwbxl twnol rbk lgrth yankC ¢h
30
(Sept. 2, 1938, TAA 4-4300) ¢wkw ¢wkw ,“Kl rwzoy jqwr” ,“jqwrl hkbt” ,“jqwrl
28

!W. Chafe, “Writing in the Perspective of Speaking,” in Studying Writing: Linguistic Approaches, ed.
C. R Cooper and S. Greenbaum (Beverly Hills, Calif., 1986), pp. 12–39.
29
!See I. Even-Zohar, “gwlaydh”; R. Ben-Shahar, “twjtpth”; H. Blanc, “The Growth of Israeli Hebrew,”
Middle Eastern Affairs, 5.12 (1954): 389; Y. Reshef, “twrwqm.”
30
!Mr. Shahnai already got used to replying to the public addressing him with a kind of a refrain: “You find
if unpleasant? Appeal to Rokah,” “Go to Rokah,” “Cry to Rokah,” “Rokah will help you” etc. etc.
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(3)
ywlm toCb wbyloh ynwryoh fpCmh tyb rbzgC oydwm ylC drCmh lo hnwmmh ,rnsrq rfwCh
31
(Nov. 6, 1925, TAA 3-a170) “rdjh Nm ax„ :wrmab wdyqpt
(4)
rkC!=] d¢kCl Myzwj Nynob fnrb whyla lC wnb la […] ytab 13.10 hoCb 25.11.25 Mwyb
32
yfyrb Nytn tybl snkn hta twCr hzyab ,Mr lwqb hla Mylmb yla hnp awh .[…] [hryd
(Nov. 1925, TAA 3-a170)
In most cases the verbal exchange had been the trigger for the confrontations. The following example is an atypical exception, as the driver’s ways of
expression were only a side effect of the main dispute, which focused on his
road conduct.
(5)
alw l″nh hlgoh wfwah hrbo lxrh bwjr tnpb ytrmCm lo ytwyhb 10.00 hoCb 20.11.22 Mwyb
.dyh Mo tarh al hmlw tpxpx al hml wytlaC osnl Kyrx awh Nal dyh Mo yl harh alw Pxpx
.oOsnl Nal hawr dbl yna yla wrmab qjx l″nh
wl NyaC low .Krdh yllk yqwj lo wrbo lo qwjk wCynohlw fpCmb wdymohl ¢km Cqbm ynnh
33
(Nov. 23, 1922, TAA 2-b70) .hpxpx
Reports about verbal confrontation are geared towards the use of direct
speech, as the objective evidence direct speech provides may support the
claims of the person reporting.34 While his interpretation of the incident may
be subjective and can be contradicted on these grounds, the quote of the actual words uttered can less easily be denied. The inclusion of direct speech in
such texts may strengthen the reporting person’s position, as it provides a
proof for the improper conduct of the other participant in the confrontation.
The scope of direct speech was often limited in the texts examined to one
problematic remark which lay at the heart of the confrontation (as in exam-

31

!The policeman Kersner, who is in charge of my office, announces that the Municipal Court cashier
insulted him while fulfilling his duty, saying: “Go out of the room.”
32
!On 11/25/25 at 13:10 I came…to Eliyahu Brant’s son concerning contracts for rent.… He turned to me
with these words in a loud voice, in what permission do you enter the house of a British citizen.
33
!On 11/20/22 at 10:00 a.m. while on duty at the corner of Herzl St., the abovementioned wagon passed
without honking or signaling with his hand where he needed to go. I asked him why didn’t you honk and
why didn’t you signal with your hand. The abovementioned laughed saying to me I alone see where to go.
I request his excellency to put him on trial and to lawfully punish him for breaking the rules of road
conduct. And for not having a horn.
34
!On the variable functions of direct speech in different genres see L. R. Waugh, “Reported Speech.”
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ples 2–4). In other cases it included larger portions of the exchange, quoting
both participants, for example,
(6)
,wtbwfl rwtw hb hyhC ytodwh ta rwmgl yl ttl ylbmw twzgrthb oxmab ynqysph yqxylwa rm
rm lyjth hz lo .“Kl dyghl hxwr ynaC hm Mdwq omC” :fqCb wl ytrma .twqoxb ynqysph
ta aybt Nk htaw Kl rmwa ynaC hm omCt hta ,al” :hwxm Nwfbw Mr lwqb qwoxl yqxylwa
ynpb rorol lkwt ,hz lo rbdl hm Kl Nya yta” yk hjwnmb bwC ytrma hz lo .“hbyCyl tynkth
ylo Myal l″nh lyjth hzl hbwCtb .“tynkth ta MwCrl lkwa al yna Mlwa hqljmh lhnm
35
.“hbyCyl hz ta aybt al Ma Kl hCoa ynaC hm hart ,bwf” :qwoxlw
(Oct. 19, 1931, TAA 4-4300)

Such longer quotations are particularly common in responses aimed at rejecting an accusation brought forward in a preceding complaint. While the
fact of having uttered the words cited in the complaint is usually not denied,
the accusation is often handled by providing the fuller context, showing that
in that specific context, the words uttered had not been inappropriate. Thus,
for instance, the Association of Estate and Property Owners in Tel-Aviv sent
to the Tel-Aviv Municipality the following complaint, as part of an ongoing
conflict between them, mentioning a conversation between their own representative and one of the Municipality’s officials.
(7)
36

.“qwlyyC” ratb [tybh lob!=] b″hob ta rytkhl Ntn Nb r″d ¢h wmxol hCrh hjyCh KCmhb
(Dec. 22, 1937, TAA 4-4300)

The response of the accused official does not deny having used the term
mentioned, but provides the fuller context as a proof that no speech act of
insulting had been performed.

35

!Mr. Olitsky interrupted me angrily, and without letting me finish my announcement, which included a
concession in his favor, interrupted me with shouts. I told him calmly: “Listen first to what I want to tell
you.” Hearing this, Mr. Olitsky started shouting in a loud voice and in a commanding tone: “No, you’ll
listen to what I say to you, and you will bring the plan to the meeting.” Hearing this I said again calmly
that “with me you ought not talk about it, you could appeal to the director of the department but I am
unable to register the plan.” In response to this, the abovementioned started menacing me, shouting: “OK,
you’ll see what I’ll do to you if you don’t bring it to the meeting.”
36
!Further on in the conversation Mr. Dr. Ben Natan permitted himself to assign the title “Shylock” to the
landlord.
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(8)
jqa yna” .ydwhy lC wypm waxy Kya Nybhl hCqC Myrbd ,Myyj rm yl hno wz ytCqbl hbwCtb
r″d hta Mgw ,rdjb hp Mkm dja lk hCoy tazkw Psk yl byyjh Mda lk lC wtmCn ta
…“:Ntn-Nb
37
.“Mynmjr ynb Mydwhy Nak wnlk wna ,MyqwlyyC wnjna Nya ,Myyj rm ,MwlCw-sj” :htyh ytbwCt
(Feb. 14, 1938, TAA 4-4300)

The subtext of the response is that, considering the circumstances, his own
behavior was appropriate and justified, differently from what is implied by the
information provided in the complaint letter.
4.!THE DISTRIBUTION OF DIRECT SPEECH IN THE ARCHIVAL
DOCUMENTS
Locating examples for direct speech in the Tel-Aviv–Jaffa Municipal
Archives was not an easy task, as the use of direct speech is the exception,
rather than the rule, in documents recording the administering of the city. The
usage of Hebrew for administrative purposes developed characteristics of its
own from an early stage, and in the early 1920s the foundations for this new,
distinct register were already laid.38 Direct speech definitely was not an integral part of this evolving register, and most of the documents which referred
to verbal confrontations contained no attempt to replicate them. Instead, they
tended to classify and summarize the essence of the confrontation through the
appropriate verb, that is, the Referred-to Speech strategy discussed above.
Thus, reports like those presented in 9[a] and 10[a] were the dominant option
in the material examined, while detailed descriptions based on direct speech,
like those demonstrated for similar speech events in 9[b] and 10[b], were
relatively rare and stylistically marked.
(9) Event consisting of curses:
39
(Nov. 9, 1930, TAA 4-b311) twsg Mylmb ytwa Prjw l″nh rfwCh ynbyloh hrfCmb [a]
37

!In response to my request, Mr. Haim said such things that it is hard to grasp were said by a Jew. “I
would take the soul of any person who owes me money, and thus would do any of you present in this
room, including you Dr. Ben-Natan.” My response was: “God forbid, Mr. Haim, we are not Shylocks, we
are all here Jews, sons of the merciful.”
38
!For details see Y. Reshef, “twkymsh ynbm lC Mtxwptb Nwyo :htyCarb hCdjh tyrboh lC htwmdl
MyrCoh twnC lC tydrCmh tbwtktb” (Lidmuta shel haivrit haxadasha bereshita: iyun bitfutsatam shel
mivnei hasmixut batixtovet hamisradit shel shnot haesrim; Modern Hebrew at its inception: A study of
construct structures in administrative correspondence), NwClb Myrqjm (Mexkarim Belashon; Language
studies) 10 (2005): 171–200.
39
!At the police station, the aforementioned policeman insulted me and cursed me with rude words.
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,MyddwC MyrfwC :wmk dwam twsg twllqbw twqoxb wtCaw Nnwltmh ylo wxrpth ogr wtwab [b]
40
(Oct. 10, 1934, TAA 4-g311) ″wkw MyqynCmwrgwp ,Myjxwr ,MyqynCyCqb

(10)!Event consisting of a vociferous dispute:
qwoxl lyjthw Nnor-Nb r″d drCml snkn x″hnpl 11,30 hoCb [hz Cdwjl!=] z″jl 9 Mwyb [a]
41
(Aug. 14, 1934, TAA 4-4300) drCmb rdsh ta oyrphlw
dqpm lC Nwfbw Xybwdygm sdnhmh hrfCml ytdwbo-rdjl Mwatp snkn […] ytdwbob ytbCbw [b]
Mkl hwx ym—” :Mhylo wqoxb hrfCmb waxmnC ,Cybkb wlxa MydbwoC Mydoh ta Crgl lyjth
lwfn ylbm hdwbohm MyCnah ta tjql owdm”—hrogb yla hnpw—“hnh awblw hdwboh ta bwzol
qwoxlw yb rwogl lyjth awh zaw “?ytyCoC hm odwy hta Nyam” :wytlaC yna […] “?ynmm twCr
Nya ?Kylo awh wa wylo hta ?ym lo lbwq ym” :fpwC lC Nwfb Mhl rmaw […] Mypsanh ynpb ylo
Y […] yna “!fpCmb Krwx Nya .twrynh ta orq” :dqpm lC Nwfb yla hnpw—“!wkl ,MyfpCmb Krwx
awhC hm almm qr yna yk ,yl alw hrfCmh dqpml rwsmt hlah Mynwrjah Myrbdh ta” :wl ytrma
42
(Jan. 17, 1922, TAA 2-a62) MyymCr twryn owrql ytlwkyb Nyaw yl hwxm
Yet, although examples like 9[b] and 10[b] were evidently much less common than their alternatives, the occurrence of direct speech was a repeated
and salient phenomenon in the archival material examined as compared to the
contemporary practice.
The relative frequency of direct speech in texts from the Mandate period
may be attributed to the state of Hebrew knowledge in general during that
period, and to the partial command of the evolving register of administrative
Hebrew in particular. As the language was new to most of its speakers, and as
the administrative register was new within the language, not all speakers were
familiar with the writing conventions forming in it. Officials of certain Hebrew
institutions already used it on a regular basis, but many ordinary citizens—
and even public officials whose work did not regularly involve correspondence in Hebrew—had not yet necessarily mastered it. As this specialized
40

!At that moment, the complainer and his wife burst at me with shouts and very rude curses, such as:
policemen robbers, bribe-takers, murderers, rioters, etc.
41
!On the ninth day of this month, at 11:30 p.m., Mr. Dr. Ben-Rafianan entered the office and started
shouting and disturbing the order in the office.
42
!While seated at my work…the engineer Magidovitch suddenly entered my study in the police station, and
in a commander’s tone started to chase away the witnesses who work for him at the road and who were
present in the police station, shouting at them: “Who ordered you to leave your work and come here,” and
turned to me with a reproach, “Why did you take the men from their work without asking for my
permission?”… I asked him: “How do you know what I did?” and then he started rebuking me and shouting
at me in front of those present…and told them in a judge’s tone: “Who complains against whom? You
against him or him against you? There is no need for trials, go!” and he turned to me in a commander’s
tone: “Tear the papers. There is no need for a trial!” I told him: “These things you should tell the
commander of the police, not me, since I only follow what he orders me, and it is not in my capacity to
tear official papers.”
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language was not readily available to many of those who needed to deal with
the Municipality’s administration, they had to turn to more familiar Hebrew
styles—in this case to spoken Hebrew, which had been the original mode of
expression in the speech events referred to.43
The instances of direct speech in the material examined were mainly concentrated in three classes of texts: (1) Complaint letters, written either by ordinary citizens or by municipality employees; (2) Policemen’s reports about
unusual or noteworthy events which occurred while they were on duty; (3)
Response letters to texts from the two former categories.
Locating documents which included direct speech was partly assisted by
the cataloguing system used at the Tel-Aviv–Jaffa Municipal Archive, which
occasionally filed texts according to their nature (i.e., complaint, outgoing
mail, protocol, etc.) rather than according to their subject matter. The systematic examination of folders dedicated specifically to complaints and reports44
provided important insights about the share of direct speech as compared to
its alternatives and about changes over time in its distribution. These special
folders could be systematically searched, and the cases of direct speech
included in them could be retrieved in full.
In many other cases, though, documents containing direct speech were
filed according to their subject matter (i.e., sanitation, taxes, water supply,
education, etc.), and were therefore scattered throughout the entire archive.
Their location was unpredictable, and while many of them were traced for
this research, their inventory is by no means full. The extensive search of the
archive resulted so far, as already mentioned, in a corpus of more than 100
examples of direct speech.
Interestingly enough, folders entitled “Verdicts,” which contained
abridged protocols of legal procedures, turned out to be a poor source of examples for direct speech. My preliminary assumption that such folders would
include instances of direct speech was based not only on the semi-oral nature
of legal protocols in general,45 but also on a specific tendency, noticeable in
43

!For a further discussion of the stylistic variety found in archival documents recording the correspondence
of the Tel-Aviv Municipality in its early years, accompanied by textual demonstrations, see Y. Reshef,
“fdnmh tpwqt tyCarb lowph tkrom lC hbxmb Nwyo :tynwnybh tyrboh lC htwCbgthb ywnyC lwm twykCmh”
(Hemshexiyut mul shinuy behitgabshuta shel haivrit habeynonit: iyun bematsava shel maarexet hapoal
bereshit tkufat hamandat; Continuity versus change in the emergence of standard Modern Hebrew: The state
of the verbal system at the onset of the Mandate period), in hCdj tyrbo twnC MyCmjw Myytam (Matayim
vaxamishim shnot ivrit xadasha; 250 years of Modern Hebrew), (in press).
44
!For example, folders no. 4-4300 and 4-3642, both containing complaints.
45
!See E. Borochovsky-Bar Aba, “Mybwtkw Myrwbd Mylybqm Myfsqfb Nwyo :lbws ryynh NyaC Myrbd” (Dvarim
sheeyn hanyar sovel: iyun betekstim makbilim dvurim uxtuvim; Between spoken and written language:
Examining parallel spoken and written texts), hdwot (Teuda)18 (2002): 353–374.
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the period’s correspondence, to recourse to legal procedures in case of verbal
insults. A typical example for this tendency is recorded in the following text.
(11)
Mgw hngh MgC axmw ,yqsnyrq ¢rdh rg MCC tybh la NmrC yrfynsh rfwCh snkn 21.9 Mwyb
lyjth hbwCt Mwqmb .hngh ta twqnl wnmm Crdw wrdj la snkn awh Nkl […].twyqn al rxjh
alw ,apwr rwtb wl Nymahl ,rfynsh lo ,wyloC :[Nk Mg!=] ¢k¢g wl rmaw wylo qwoxl obtnh
ynpl [Nk Mg!=] ¢k¢g ljwz hta„ :dwo rma awh Kk rja .¢wkw…rjws yngrwb awhC tybh lobl
wl rma awh zaw [!]yrfynsh Mo Kwsks obtnl hyh Cdwj ynpl rbk .“ryCo awhC Nwykm qyzwmzya
yna .“qyndow awhC ynpm hngh ta hqny awhC ,qyzwmzya [Nwdahm!=] ¢hm Cwrdl zyom wnnya awhC„
46
(Sept. 27, 1922, TAA 2-a70) .fpCml (“…ynpl ljwz”) hzh Nwbloh dob wtwa obwt
But despite its plausibility, the initial assumption that such folders would be
relatively rich in direct speech proved unjustified, and the folders entitled
“Verdicts” contained very few such examples. Legal proceedings triggered
by verbal confrontations were relatively rare compared to other types of
grievances, and their abridged protocols only rarely included a quote of the
exact words that caused the lawsuit. The single-page summaries on a standard
form included in these folders outlined the charge, the main evidence, the
claims of the accuser, defendant, and witnesses, and the verdict. Only three
cases out of the dozens examined contained examples of direct speech, for
example:
(12)
hta :ytwa laC rfwCh .NCol rwsaC ytody alw hmnysb ytyyh alC twowbC hz :obtnh yrbd
47
.hrgysh ta ytybk dymw hodwhh ytarq Nk ,ytrma—?tyrbo arql odwy
(Oct. 19, 1922, TAA 2-a70)
A similarly redundant number of examples resulted from the accompanying documents included in these files, such as policemen’s reports or written
evidence provided by the accuser or the witnesses. Contrary to my initial ex46

!On 9/21 the sanitary inspector Sherman entered the house where Dr. Krinsky lives, and found that both
the garden and the yard were not clean.… He therefore entered his room and asked him to clean the garden.
Instead of replying, the defendant started shouting at him and told him also that he, the sanitary, should
believe him as a doctor, and not the landlord, who is a bourgeois merchant, etc. Afterwards he also said:
“You too creep in front of Izmozik, since he’s rich.” Already a month ago the defendant had a conflict with
the sanitary, and then he told him “that he does not dare to demand from Izmozik to clean the garden since
he is a Committee member.” I sue him to court for this insult (“creep in front of”).
47
!The defendant’s statement: It has been weeks since I have been to the cinema, and I didn’t know it was
forbidden to smoke. The policeman asked me: Can you read Hebrew? I said, Yes. I read the notice and
immediately put out the cigarette.
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pectations, the contribution of the folders entitled “Verdicts” to the current
research was not superior to that of any other folder chosen randomly from
the archive.
5.!THE DIACHRONIC DIMENSION
The distribution of direct speech in the documents examined was not uniform from the diachronic perspective either. The habit to include direct
speech in complaints and reports was a relatively short-lived practice, which
temporal boundaries overlapped those of the British Mandate. Its emergence
was directly connected to the transformation of Hebrew into the frame language of the Yishuv after the First World War,48 and its decline accompanied
the consolidation of Hebrew knowledge within the speech community towards the end of the Yishuv period.49 The status of direct speech as a live, habitual practice in the documents examined lasted for three decades at the
most, the height of its diffusion being the 1930s.
The appearance of direct speech in the texts was directly connected to the
transition of Hebrew into a widespread means of daily communication.
Diversely from literature, in which direct speech was employed long before
spoken Hebrew came into existence,50 the inclusion of direct speech in referential texts, anchored in reality, had not been a valid option prior to the transformation of spoken Hebrew into an established component of daily life.
While the exact point in which this happened is subject to debate,51 there is
wide agreement that by the early 1920s Hebrew speech was already a factual

B. Harshav, “tyrboh NwClh tyyjt lo hsm” (Masa al txiyat halashon haivrit; Essay on the revival of the
Hebrew language), Myypla (Alpayim) 2 (1990): 39–53.
49
!See the statistical analysis of R. Bachi, “A Statistical Analysis of the Revival of Hebrew in Israel,”
Scripta Hierosolymitana 3 (1956): 179–247, and note the comments of linguists from the 1950s on the
measure of stability the linguistic system reached by that time, for example, H. Blanc, “Hebrew in Israel:
Trends and Problems,” The Middle East Journal 11 (1957): 397–409; H. B. Rosen, wnlC tyrboh (Haivrit
shelanu; Our Hebrew), (Tel Aviv, 1955); M. Gottstein, “rqjml aCwnk trbwdmh tyrboh NwClh” (Halashon
haivrit hameduberet kenose lemexkar; The spoken Hebrew language as a subject for research), wnnwCl
(Leshonenu) 17 (1951): 231–340.
50
!On the literary and linguistic conventions developed due to this anomalous situation see I. Even-Zohar,
Hadialog; I. Even-Zohar and K. Shmeruk, “Cydyyw tyrbo :tyfntwa rwbyd trysm ,tyfntwa NwCl” (Lashon
otentit, mesirat dibur otentit: ivrit veyidish; ‘Authentic language’ and ‘authentic reported speech’: Hebrew
versus Yiddish), twrpsh (Hasifrut) 30–31 (1981): 82–87.
51
!See, inter alia, N. Efrati, w″prt-w″mrt MynCb larCy-Xrab yrboh rwbydh :hmwa NwCll Mydyjy NwClm
(1922–1881) (Milshon yexidim lilshon uma: hadibur haivri beerets yisrael bashanim tarmav-tarpav
[1881–1922]; The evolution of spoken Hebrew in pre-state Israel, 1881–1922), (Jerusalem, 2004), pp.
108–126; U. Ornan, “NwClh tyyjt Kylht lC wmwys” (Siyumo shel tahalix txiyat halashon; The last phase of
the revival of Hebrew), NwClb Myrqjm (Mexkarim belashon; Linguistic studies) 1 (1985): 261–272.
48
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reality.52 From this period on, the presence of direct speech in the texts examined manifestly reflect the growing presence of spoken Hebrew in the daily
life of the first Hebrew city.53
Prior to the 1920s, only one isolated example has so far been found in material documenting the very first years of Tel Aviv.54
(13)
hqdxh Kl Nya :yl rma Mr lwqw sg Nwngsbw Nyrplyyh Myrpa sn¢zylydh ydyqpm dja yla Cgn za
syfrk Kl wnty al yk ,sn¢zylydhm dr ,tyfrp hlgob owsnl tbCyC yrja ,sn¢zylydhb tbCl
55
(July 1913, TAA 1-514) syfrk wl Ntt al :rma Nwlgoh la wtwnpbw .drtC do ,osy al sn¢zylydhw
In fact, in this early example it is not certain whether Hebrew was actually
used at all in the exchange referred to, or was only employed in the written
report, representing a speech event which was originally conducted in a foreign language (most probably Yiddish).56 Only during the 1920s, direct
speech turned into a regular phenomenon in the documents examined; its diffusion reaching its peak in the 1930s.57 The living Hebrew speech at its background clearly manifests in occasional usages which are typically associated
with the spoken registers of Hebrew. During the 1940s the diffusion of direct
speech in the material examined gradually declines,58 and no examples from
the 1950s have so far been found in the Tel-Aviv–Jaffa Archives.59
!See, inter alia, B. Harshav, “hsm”; S. Morag, “hrbj lC hyrlqpsab NwCl :htwCbgthb hCdjh tyrboh”
(Haivrit haxadasha behitgabshuta: lashon beaspaklarya shel xevra; Modern Hebrew: Some sociolinguistic
aspects), hrdtq (Cathedra) 56 (1990): 70–92; H. Blanc, “The Israeli koine as an Emergent National
Standard,” in Language Problems of Developing Nations, ed. J. A. Fishman et al. (New York, 1968), pp.
237–251; R. Bachi, “Statistical”; S. Carmi, tymwjt-Nyb hyyarb tyrboh tyyjt :tja hpCw dja Mo (Am exad
vesafa axat: txiyat haivrit bireiya bein txumit; One people and one language: The revival of Hebrew in an
interdisciplinary perspective), (Tel Aviv, 1997).
53
!On the state of Hebrew in Tel Aviv during the Mandate period see A. Helman, “‘Even the Dogs in the
Street Bark in Hebrew’: National Ideology and Everyday Culture in Tel-Aviv,” The Jewish Quarterly
Review 92.3–4 (2002): 359–382.
54
!That is, files belonging to section 1 in the TAA.
55
!Then one of the carriage’s clerks, Efrayim Halperin, approached me and told me in a rude manner and in a
loud voice: You have no justification to sit in the carriage since you mounted to ride a private coach, get off
the carriage, as you would not be given a ticket and the carriage will not leave until you get off. And
addressing the driver he said: Don’t give him a ticket.
56
!Compare to example 15 below.
57
!The corpus currently available includes thirty-nine occurrences from the 1920s and fifty-two occurrences
from the 1930s.
58
!The total number of examples found in documents from the 1940s is fifteen.
59
!One such example from the late 1950s is cited from the “letters to the editor” section in the daily Maariv
by S. Morag, “j″yCtl j″Ct NybC qrpb wnnwCl twdlwtb Mynwyo :tyrbo lC rwCo” (Asor shel ivrit: iyunim
betoldot leshonenu baperek shebein tashax letashyax; A decade of Hebrew: On the evolution of our language
between 1948–1958), Mol wnnwCl (Leshonenu laam) 10.3 (1959): 67–94 (the quotation appears in section h):
52
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This diachronic process has parallels in other linguistic phenomena too. As
previous studies have shown, certain features that seemed well-rooted in
Hebrew at the onset of the Mandate period were either abandoned or replaced by other linguistic habits later on, as part of the social and cultural
shaping of the Yishuv and the standardization processes of Modern Hebrew.60
As the knowledge of Hebrew took root and consolidated, the inventory of
available linguistic options gradually expanded. Synchronic distinctions increasingly replaced traditional ways of expression, and a tighter connection
was created between the circumstances of language production and the
choice of discourse strategies.61 This development involved, among other
things, the gradual exclusion of direct speech from the set of options acceptable in administrative writing.62 The diminished presence of direct speech in
such texts was one of the signs for the naturalization of Hebrew and for the
consolidation of its status as the working language of the emergent speech
community.
The diachronic changes in the distribution of direct speech may not have
stemmed, though, only from internal processes within Hebrew. In other languages too, changes occurred in the conventions of speech presentation as
part of the vast stylistic transformation that accompanied their modernization
and standardization.63 Journalistic English, for instance, drifted away from the
narrative style that characterized it in late nineteenth century, and developed
discourse strategies of its own. These changes affected not only the overall
organization of the journalistic text, but also the distribution of specific linguislybCb tja hrylw hryl MyCymj yl Cy .yl Nya Mhl ytrma […] hlrgh lybCb […] Psk wfjsw […] MyCna wab
ta byora al yna .lkwa Mhl ttl hxwr yna .Mkl Nta al yna .tynlwj hCa yl Cy Nk Mgw Mtwa lykahl Mydlyh
yl hrmaw Myrq Mym yCar lo hntn ytCa dym […].hphm wnlC Mjlh Myjqwl Mta .Pskh Mkl Ntaw ylC Mydlyh
.owbCh hz hrqmh yl orya .rbd MwC Nya hl ytrma .Cy hm
people came […] and squeezed some money […] for a raffle. I told them I don’t have. I have
fifty Liras and one Lira for the children to feed them and I also have a sick wife. I won’t give
you. I want to give them food. I won’t starve my children and give you the money. You take
the bread out of our months.[…] At once my wife poured some cold water on my head and
said to me What’s up. I told her Nothing. This incident happened to me this week.
60
!For details see H. B. Rosen, “tylarCyh tyrboh lC htwCbgthm twfwz” (Zutot mehitgabshuta shel haivrit
hayisreelit; ‘Obiterdicta’ concerning the crystallization of Israeli Hebrew), hrbjh yrbj lC ylarCyh gwjh
ynymCh Cgpmh yrbd ,twnClbl typwryah (Societatis linguisticae Europaeae Sodalicium Israelense: Studia) 5
(1992): 33–39; Y. Reshef, “byba-ltb tyrboh yrbwd lC MnwClb dwbkh trwx :‘…Mwym wbtkml hbwCtb’
fdnmh tpwqtb” (‘Bitshuva lemixtavo miyom…’: tsurat hakavod bileshonam shel dovrei haivrit betel aviv
bitkufat hamandat; ‘In response to his letter of…’: Honorifics in language use of Hebrew speakers in
Mandatory Tel Aviv), hdwot (Teuda) 18 (2002): 299–327.
61
!H. B. Rosen, “twfwz,” p. 34.
62
!For a discussion of the processes involved in the emergence of register differentiation in languages see B.
Havránek, “The Functional Differentiation of the Standard Language,” in A Prague School Reader on
Esthetics, Literary Structure and Style, ed. P. L. Garvin (Washington, D.C., 1964), pp. 3–16.
63
!R. Kuzar, Hebrew, p. 6.
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tic and stylistic devices within it, including various strategies of speech presentation.64 A similarly radical stylistic change affected oral journalistic reports, as
even a short exposure to newsreels from the early twentieth century suffices
to demonstrate. In Hebrew, the transformation of the language into a modern
national tongue greatly depended on its capacity to develop register differentiation,65 and the exclusion of direct speech from administrative texts was one
manifestation of this comprehensive process.
Seen from a broader cultural perspective, the short-lived presence of direct
speech in administrative correspondence may have been connected to the
general transition from traditional community to modern public institutions
which occurred within the Yishuv.66 The shaping of the Yishuv as a modern
national society involved a gradual shift from codes of social behavior rooted
in traditional community life to new social and institutional arrangements. In
addition, the replacement of the Ottoman rule by the Mandatory British rule
made its western administrative impact on the Yishuv’s institutions.67 The intimate relations of the early days of the Tel Aviv were gradually replaced by
more impersonal modes of interaction between the ordinary citizen and the
Municipality, and the intimacy associated with direct speech was no longer
appropriate as the city grew and as its municipal administration became more
professional.68 The marked stylistic tint of direct speech was no longer compatible with the increasingly modern and formal social organization of Tel
Aviv, and it gradually disappeared from texts concerned with the relationship
between the municipality and its citizens.
6.!LIMITATIONS OF THE CORPUS AS A SOURCE OF INFORMATION ON
THE SPOKEN LANGUAGE
The occurrences of direct speech in the archival documents have several
advantages over all other available sources of information on the nature of
spoken Hebrew in its early years. Unlike the period’s literary dialogues, which
64

!L. R. Waugh, “Reported Speech,” pp. 151–153. In the case of journalistic English, the major changes in
this domain affected the distribution of free indirect speech.
65
!H. Blanc, “The Israeli koine.”
66
!D. Horovits and M. Lissak, hnydml bwCyym (Miyishuv limdina), (Tel Aviv, 1977); M. Lissak et al., eds.,
yfyrbh fdnmh tpwqt :hnwCarh hyyloh zam larCy-Xrab ydwhyh bwCyyh twdlwt (Toldot hayishuv hayehudi
beerets yisrael meaz haaliya harishona: tkufat hamandat habriti; The history of the Jewish settlement in
Palestine since the first Aliya: The British Mandate period), Part 2 (Jerusalem, 1995).
67
!Dr. Anat Helman, personal communication.
68
!Y. Shavit and G. Bigger, (1936–1909) ,ryol twnwkCm :byba-lt lC hyrwfsyhh (Hahistorya shel tel aviv:
mishxunot leir, 1909–1936; The history of Tel Aviv, vol. 1: The birth of a town, 1909–1936), (Tel Aviv,
2001).
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reflected fictional, reconstructed speech events, these documents refer to realworld exchanges.69 Due to their practical, down-to-earth goal, their writers
had a built-in interest to provide an accurate representation of what was actually said: since the people quoted were bound to view the text and react to it,
reliability and accuracy were the only way to ensure that they would not be
able to deny having said the things attributed to them.70 Furthermore, in contrast with all other sources from that period, the documentation of the spoken
language was not a main goal of these texts, but merely one of their side effects. As the attention of their writers was focused on the texts’ contents, they
may have provided more spontaneous, more naïve representations of the
spoken language than the conscious reconstructions provided by the period’s
professional writers and grammarians.71 The writers of these texts were ordinary people, who were not bound by didactic consideration or by the strict
literary norms that affected the period’s literary production. In fact, this is the
only written source so far identified that preserves ordinary speaker’s testimonies about the spoken language.
But despite these advantages, this material has serious limitations as well as
a source of information about the spoken language. Written texts do not grant
direct access to the original speaker’s voice, which may be represented directly and in full only in recordings.72 What written texts may provide is at
best an approximate representation of the original speech events referred to,
faithfully documenting the contents of the exchange, or even certain properties of the spoken utterance, but in most cases it is unlikely that they constitute an exact verbatim replica of what was said. As noted by Chafe, cognitive
processes set limits on our possibility to remember the actual words used on a
specific occasion, and our reproduction of prior speech is bound to be restricted to formulaic, particularly newsworthy or rehearsed words and
phrases.73 The rest of the presumed quotations reflects our own words rather
than those of the original speaker.
69

!On the possibility that direct speech may be constructed even when it refers to actual, extralinguistic
reality see P. Mayes, “Quotation in Spoken English,” Studies in Language 14 (1990): 325–363; D.
Tannen, “Introducing Constructed Dialogue in Greek and American Conversational and Literary Narrative,”
in Direct and Indirect Speech, ed. F. Coulmas (New York, 1986), pp. 311–332. For a discussion of this
possibility in our corpus see below.
70
!Compare L. R. Waugh, “Reported Speech,” p. 132.
71
!On the influence of the degree of consciousness on people’s modes of expression see I. Even-Zohar,
“1948–1882 ,larCy-Xrab tydylyw tymwqm tyrbo twbrt lC twCbgthhw hjymxh” (Hatsmixa vehahitgabshut
shel tarbut ivrit mekomit viylidit beerets-yisrael, 1882–1948; The emergence and crystallisation of local and
native Hebrew culture in Eretz Israel, 1882–1948), hrdtq (Cathedra) 16 (1980): 165–189.
72
!P. Ten-Have, Doing Conversation Analysis (London, 1999), pp. 75–97.
73
!W. Chafe, Discourse, pp. 215–216.
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In the texts examined, the possibility of a complete faithfulness to the
original speaker is further restricted by the transition from the oral to the
written medium. Writing is intrinsically unable to fully represent speech,74 and
the unconscious interference of rooted habits of the written language may
have caused the writers of the texts to unintentionally replace certain colloquial elements with their parallels conventional in writing.75 Consequently, despite writers’ built-in interest for accuracy, these texts probably provide only
rarely a precise replication of the exact words uttered by the original speaker.
In certain cases, evidence for a possible discrepancy between the original
utterance and its representation through direct speech is reflected in the formulation of direct speech itself. This happens, for instance, when a quote is
either attributed to several people or is alleged to have been said habitually,76
for example:
(14)
jygChl hp Mybxn wna„ :dymt Myrmwa Mhw rdsh lo jygChl Mybxn MyrfwChC MybCwj wna
.wntCqb yrja wlypa ,brotm wnnya rfwCh ,twbyrm ,Mlwah Kwtb hnyyht yk twqox “.Mkylo
77
(Dec. 1922 or Jan. 1923, TAA 2-a89) “Nwxrh wnynpl hloyC tob brotn wnjna„ :rmwa awh
Since it is not plausible that all policemen used exactly the same words on
all occasions, the presumed authenticity of direct speech is evidently misleading. By the choice of direct speech, the reporting person apparently commits
himself to faithfully repeat the original speaker’s words, but in such cases he
is intrinsically unable to do so, as it is implausible that the repeated speech
events referred to were all identical.
A similar discrepancy between the formulation of the original speech event
and its representation through direct speech inherently exists when those two
speech events differed in language, as in the following example:

74

!See for example G. Brown and G. Yule, Discourse Analysis (Cambridge, 1983), pp. 4–14; M. A. K.
Halliday, Spoken and Written Language (Oxford, 1989).
75
!On the effect of this unconscious interference in literature see R. Ben-Shahar, “twjtpth.”
76
!Compare L. R. Waugh, “Reported Speech,” p. 160; P. Mayes, “Quotation,” p. 333.
77
!We think that the policemen stand there to keep the order, but they always say: “We stand here to keep
an eye on you.” Whenever there are shouts or quarrels in the hall, the policeman does not intervene, even
following our requests. He says: “We will intervene whenever it pleases us.”
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(15)
[Cwr]g 10 Nk Mg hxwr hta Mah” […].al Ma hpm ax” :rfynsh lC wtlaCl htno tobtnh
lo wpsath MynkCh lkw ,twlwdg twqoxb tydwhyb hqox ayh hz lk ta “?ykrwt wmk [yrx]m
(Nov. 7, 1922, TAA 2-544)

78

Mwqmh

The explicit statement that the original language of the quoted utterance
was Yiddish rules out the possibility that direct speech reflects the actual
words used by the original speaker.
Similarly, direct speech often includes an expression of reservation, attesting to the awareness of the reporting person that the quotation provided may
not be accurate.79 Such expressions are included, for instance, in the following
reports of the same event, described by two different people.
(16)
:Nyok ,twsgb rbd hzya yl hno ,tyddx tldm snkhl Nyaw rwgs rbk drCmh tokC ,ytroh lo
rma ,rbd MwC tok lbql lwky awh NyaC ,sydyrp rm lC wtrohl […] “ytab Kyla al”
80
axyw—“yffsh NwbCjh ta Kl ytrsmC rwkzt ,Mwlk todl hxwr al yna” :Krob
(Nov. 24, 1931, TAA 4-4300)

(17)

ta rkwz ynnya) “wtwa lawC al awhC” wa “wyla ab al” awhC ,twsgb yqxylwa rm hno hz lo
81
Klhw—“Kl ytrsm ynaC rwkzt :yl rmaw ynjlC lo qyth ta qrz awh […] (qywdmh ywfbh
(Nov. 24, 31, TAA 4-4300)

These two examples present some other difficulties as well. In example 17,
the boundaries between direct speech and indirect speech are blurred: the utterances appear in quotation marks, which are markers of the former, but
grammatically bear signs of the latter (i.e., the use of the third person). In addition, these two reports, which refer to the same speech event, are not linguistically identical to each other. While they agree on the general course of
78

!The defendant replied to the sanitary’s question: “Go out of here, otherwise…” “Do you also want 10
Egyptian Pennies, just like a Turk?” All this she shouted in Yiddish, in loud shouts, and all the neighbors
gathered in the place.
79
!P. Mayes, “Quotation.”
80
!On my comment that right now the office is already closed and it is forbidden to enter it through a side
door he replied rudely something like “I didn’t come to you” …. To Mr. Fridis’s comment that he cannot
accept anything now he said approximately: “I don’t want to know anything, remember that I handed you
the static [?] account,” and left.
81
!On this Mr. Olizky replied rudely that “he didn’t come to him” or “that he doesn’t ask him” (I do not
remember the exact expression)…. He threw the bag on my desk and told me: “Remember that I handed it
to you,” and left.
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events, and even on certain expressions used, they disagree on the details. The
discrepancy between their versions regards features of extreme interest from
the linguist’s point of view, such as word order (ytab Kyla al in example 16
versus wyla ab al in example 17) or the separate realization of the pronoun
outside the verbal form (Kl ytrsm in example 16 versus Kl ytrsm yna in example 17). From the ordinary speaker’s point of view, such details are neither
noteworthy nor crucial for the utterance meaning. The quotation is accurate
enough to fulfill its function, that is, to support the accusation brought forward. From the linguist’s point of view, though, speakers’ inattention to such
details poses a serious problem.
The inattention to minute linguistic details is similarly apparent in repeated
reports of a single speech event by the same person. The following examples,
for instance, reveal an inconsistency in the realization of the possessive pronoun (ylC NjlCl in example 18 versus ynjlC la in example 19), a feature
considered a distinctive marker of written versus spoken Hebrew.82
(18)
.twryl ClC [Mydsj twlymg!=] j″mg ylxa jqlw […] hydos CmCh yla snkn twowbC hzya ynpl
awh Mgw Pskh ta Kl Ntwn yna .wl ytrmaw .rwfnq lybCb Pskh ta yl Kyrx rma lbqC tob
Kl Nta ,ylC NjlCl ,yla MyfpCmh rdjl snktC ytm ,rwfnq alw ,rwfnq ,Kl bwCj al yl rma
83
(Dec. 17, 1935, TAA 4-4300) rwfnql ¢ryl ClCh ta yttn ,yl Nya yl hnwo awh tokw .Pskh ta

(19)
¢da Kl bwCj al lba rwfnq lybCb ,rmaw .hml wl ytrmaw Psk hbrh tok yl Kyrx rma awhw
Pskh ta Kl Nta ynjlC la MyfpCmh rdjl yla snktC ytm ,rwfnq alw ,rwfnq ,fkyl [Nwda!=]
84
(April 5, 1936, TAA 4-4300) .dymt wmk

!U. Ornan, “wnymy NwClb Myrwbjw Mydwrp Nyynq yywnyk lC MCwmyC” (Shimusham shel kinuyei kinyan prudim
vaxavurim bilshon yameinu; The use of analytic and synthetic possessive pronouns in contemporary
Hebrew), twdhyh yodml yoybrh ymlwoh srgnwqh yrbd (Divrei hakongress haolami harevii lamadeey
hayahadut; Proceedings of the fourth world congress for Jewish studies), (Jerusalem, 1969), pp. 117–122;
K. Dubnov, “trbwdmh tyrbob Mxoh MC lC Mydwrphw Myrwbjh Nyynqh yywnyk” (Kinuyei hakinyan haxavurim
vehaprudim shel shem ha-etsem ba-ivrit ha-meduberet; Synthetic and analytic possessive pronouns related to
nouns in spoken Hebrew), tyrbo twnClb (Balshanut Ivrit ; Hebrew linguistics) 47 (2000): 21–26.
83
!Several weeks ago the attendant Sefiadya came to me…and took from me three pounds of benefaction.
When he received it he said The money is needed for Kantor. And I told him: I give you the money. And he
also told me: It is unimportant to you, Kantor or not Kantor, whenever you’ll come to me to the
courtroom, to my desk, I’ll give you the money. And now he says: I don’t have it, I’ve given the three
pounds to Kantor.
84
And he told me: A lot of money is needed now. And I said Why. And he said, For Kantor. But it is not
important to you, Mr. Licht, Kantor or not Kantor, whenever you’ll come to me to the courtroom, to my
desk, I’ll give you the money as always.
82
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Due to their low informative value, precisely such minute details are the
least likely to be accurately represented, restricting the possibility of reconstructing the spoken language based on this material.
On the other hand, all four of the last examples seem to bear, despite the
reservations raised about their actual authenticity, a clear spoken quality. They
all seem to echo, at least to a certain extent, peculiar usages of the spoken
language as it may have been used in reality. Expressions such as al awh
wtwa lawC, rwfnq alw rwfnq, twryl CwlCh, rwkzt instead of the imperative, and
even yl Kyrx,85 are typical to the spoken register of Hebrew, and many of
them are unattested in other written sources. Here lies the material’s main
value for research: despite its limitations, it preserved some of the flavor of
the spoken language. Its careful analysis may therefore provide invaluable information on the evolution of spoken Hebrew in its early years. Although this
material cannot form the basis for a full reconstruction of the character of
early spoken Hebrew, it may serve the less ambitious goal of retrieving and
dating some of its traits.
7.!THE MIMETIC NATURE OF DIRECT SPEECH AND ITS VALUE FOR
RESEARCH
Studies on the various strategies available to speakers to report about former speech events repeatedly stress the delusive dimension of direct speech:
as opposed to indirect speech, which overtly deviates from the original formulation and offers merely a paraphrase of it, direct speech presumably provides an accurate replica. Yet, as we have seen, the degree of affinity to the
original is unknown in direct speech too.86 Despite the external appearance,
direct speech and indirect speech do not essentially differ in their actual faithfulness to the original speech event; what sets them apart is the commitment
for such a faithfulness conveyed by direct speech, but absent from indirect
speech.87 While the choice of indirect speech overtly admits and linguistically
encodes the intrinsic inability to accurately reproduce former speech due to

!The construction yl Kyrx instead of Kyrx yna is repeatedly attested in sources from the first decades of the
twentieth century. See for example the several occurrences in V. Jabotinsky, Taryag Millim: Introduction
into Spoken Hebrew (in Latin Characters) (rev. Israeli ed.; Jerusalem, 1950), pp. 22–23.
86
!D. Tannen, “Constructed Dialogue.”
87
!G. N. Leech and M. H. Short, Style, p. 320; H. Borer, “Myfbh,” p. 37; W. Chafe, Discourse, pp.
216–217.
85
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the limitations of human memory,88 direct speech allegedly surmounts this
limitation.89
This peculiarity of direct speech is connected to its mimetic nature. As opposed to indirect speech, direct speech is syntactically independent, and may
therefore not only reflect the overall syntactic structure of spoken utterances,90 but also preserve a whole series of elements that are ruled out in indirect speech due to its subordinate syntax. Indeed, indirect speech does not
entail merely the adaptation of the deictic elements to the circumstances of
the reporting speech event, but involves changes and omissions of a whole
series of elements which may only appear in independent syntactic structures.
Thus, for instance, imperative constructions, as in the following example, may
only be retained if direct speech is employed.91
(20)
,ybro qps ydwhy qps ,Cnrb roCh y″o ynbko hkwroth yCrgml ytsnknCk hnCh-Card ¢a Mwyb
92
(Sept. 1934, TAA 4-3196) “?Klwh hta Nal !hnh awb” :Mylmb

The same holds true for other types of elements, such as vocatives, interjections, direct questions, repetitions, topic-comment constructions, discourse
markers, colloquial expressions, evaluative elements (i.e., “damn,” “what the
hell,” etc.), and more.93 Many of those elements are peculiar to the spoken
language, and rule out a straightforward conversion of direct speech into
indirect speech, for example:
(21)
94

!hrwgs hbyCyh ?hxwr hta hm :Mr rtwy lwqb qowx awh
(compare: ‘ hxwr yna hmC qowx awh*)
(April 16, 1934, TAA 4-4300)

!H. Borer, “Myfbh.”
!W. Chafe, Discourse, p. 215.
90
!L. R. Waugh, “Reported Speech,” p. 140.
91
!The same is true of free indirect speech, which similarly has a mimetic dimension. Free indirect speech
is not discussed here since it is essentially a literary device, and is not found in our examples. On free
indirect speech see B. McHale, “Free Indirect Discourse”; G. N. Leech and M. H. Short, Style, pp. 325ff.;
W. Chafe, Discourse, pp. 222, 240–243; S. Rimmon-Kenan, wnymyb trwpysh lC hqyfawph (Hapoetika shel
hasiporet beyameinu; Narrative fiction: Contemporary poetics), (Tel Aviv, 1984); H. Borer, “Myfbh”; E.
Doron and M. Ron, “Mybxmh tqyfnms.”
92
!On the first day of Rosh Hashana, when I entered the fairground, a fellow doubtly Jewish doubtly Arab
stopped me with the words: “Come here! Where are you going?”
93
!W. Chafe, Discourse, p. 215; B. McHale, “Free Indirect Discourse,” pp. 251–252; H. Borer, “Myfbh,”
pp. 37–38; L. R. Waugh, “Reported Speech,” p. 140.
94
!He shouts in a louder voice: What do you want? The meeting is closed!
88
89
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(22)
95

“Myqydx Mytb ylobhw MyoCr Mh MynkCh lkC Myodwy trbg yqoxt la” hl ytwryoh
(Aug. 29, 1942, TAA 4-4300)

(compare: ‘ trbg qoxt alC hl ytwryoh*)

(23)
ta aybt al Ma Kl hCoa ynaC hm hart ,bwf” :qwoxlw ylo Myal l″nh lyjth hzl hbwCtb
96
(Oct. 19, 1931, TAA 4-4300) “.hbyCyl hz
(compare: ‘ yl hCoy awh hm hara yna bwfC qwoxlw Myyal lyjth*)
(24)
tmyCr lC ryn tsp wdybw rfwC Pswy hnjmb ytyb la ab 4 hoCb x″hja 11.9.22 Mwyb
97
?Cy hm Mhm dja yna wl ytyno za…?ynwmla ynwlp ta Mtodyh lawCw ,Krob MyCna
(Sept. 14, 1922, TAA 2-b62)
(compare: ‘ Cy hm Mhm dja ynaC wl ytyno*)
10

As such elements do not form part of the written language, they could
only originate in the period’s spoken language. Their presence in spoken
Hebrew down to our day provides a further proof for their spoken origin.
Thus, although the occurrences of direct speech in our corpus do not necessarily reproduce what was actually said in reality on the specific occasion referred to, they may still record authentic features of the spoken language.
Ways of expression typical to the spoken language occasionally appear in
our data also where there are no similar limitations on a transformation of
direct speech into indirect speech, for example:
(25)
ta Kl rwbCa yna” :dlyh lo qoxC rqfwl rfwCh lwq ta tybb wnomC rbkw roChm axy qr
98
(Sept. 27, 1934, TAA 4-g311) “ Carh
(26)
al hta hlak Myxnwq hCot hta Ma„ rmaw .wlak twaqtp lbqm wnyaC yl hno [h]z [l]o
99
(Oct. 7, 1926, TAA 4-a310) “.Nmz hbrh hyryob hyht
95

!I remarked “Don’t shout, Madam, it is known that all tenants are evil and the landlords are righteous.”
!In response to this the abovementioned started menacing me, shouting: “OK, you’ll see what I’ll do to
you if you don’t bring it to the meeting.”
97
!On 9/11/22 in the afternoon at 4 o’clock a policeman came to my house at Maxane Yosef, holding a
piece of paper with a list of approximately 10 people, and asked Do you know a person called so and so?…
So I answered him: I’m one of them, what’s up?
98
!He just went out of the gate and we already heard from the house the voice of the policeman Lutker
shouting at the child: “I will break your head.”
99
!On this he replied that he doesn’t accept such notes. And he said: “If you’ll do such tricks, you will not
be in the Municipality for a long time.”
96
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Not all examples in our corpus are of this kind, though. There are cases
that bear no signs of colloquialism but fully conform to the conventions of the
written language, for example:
(27)
al lba todl Kmxo ta dbaw Kmd yqrwo ta jtpw Kl ,fylC rml yankC rm rma […] jwkwb
100
(June 20, 1938, TAA 4-4300)
hzh tybb
(28)
Ktwrdtsh la Kl ,tymwalh Mydbwoh twrdtshm Mydbwo lbqm yna Nya :hno […] Nmsqwlp rm
101
(June 7, 1936, TAA 4-4300)
hdwbob Ktwa wrdsyC Cwrdw
In other cases, elements that are normally associated with the written language (marked here by italics) are embedded within a context whose overall
nature is colloquial,102 for example:
(29)
hrylb NwbCjh Xpq hlyl KCmb Mah hz hm .Xrp rml ytlaCw ymxob bwC ytab Mwyh trjml
htwa ytorq yna yl hno za ,hrzjb hlbqh ta yl Nt wl ytrma .hxwr yna hkk ,Nk yl hno ?tja
103
(Jan. 10, 1929, TAA 4-4300) twCol yna lwky hxwr ynaC hmw
(30)
104

ryyn lo Mtwlol NyaC Mysg Myywfb dwow “rwjab yl qCn” lwqb ynno [hz lo!=] z″o
(Nov. 23, 1928, TAA 4-b331)
The presence of such elements does not necessarily testify to these examples’ inauthenticity. Due to the period’s tendency for more elevated language
than is customary nowadays, such usages may not reflect the interference of
the written language in the representation of speech, but could reflect actual
usages. Yet, there is no real need to decide between these two interpretations,
as such examples are in any case insignificant to the study of the evolution of
100

!In an argument…Mr. Shaxnai said to Mr. Shalit, Go open your blood veins and commit suicide but not
in this house.
101
!Mr. Fluksman…replied: I do not accept workers from the National Workers’ Association, go to your
association and demand that they will arrange you a job.
102
!For a similar combination of elements in literature see R. Ben-Shahar, “twjtpth”; G. Shaked, “hnwngs
wtwdbthw ywkysh—hph la dyh Nm :50-hw 40-h twnCb trwpysh lC” (Signona shel hasiporet bishnot ha-40
veha-50: min hayad el hape—hasikuy vehitbaduto; A lost option: The creation of slang and the literary
stylistic tradition), NwClb Myrqjm (Mexkarim Belashon; Linguistic studies) 2–3 (1987): 479–484.
103
!The following morning I came again myself and asked Mr. Peretz. What is it, did the account rise in
one pound within a night? He replied to me: Yes, this is how I want it. I told him: Hand me back the
receipt, so he replied to me: I tore it, and I can do whatever I want.
104
!On this he replied loudly “Kiss my behind” and other rude expressions that paper would not endure.
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spoken Hebrew. The main benefit for such research lies in those cases which
manifestly reflect a spoken, living Hebrew, essentially different from what is
attested in previous linguistic layers or in the period’s written registers. While
they may not truly quote the specific events they refer to, such instances of
direct speech definitely reflect modes of expression the writers were used to
hearing—or produced themselves—in real life.
8.!SUMMARY
The instances of direct speech embedded in archival documents from the
first decades of the twentieth century prove to be, despite their drawbacks, a
valuable source of information on the formative years in the emergence of
spoken Hebrew. Language use recorded in them has in many cases a natural
quality, unparalleled by any other source available from that period.
Provided the limitations of this material are borne in mind, its careful
analysis is bound to result in several important insights, regarding both the
overall quality of the spoken language and some of its specific features. First,
several of the most typical usages of spoken Hebrew are documented in this
material, providing dated evidence for their existence in the language. The
possibility to determine early dates in which certain usages already existed is
invaluable for any discussion of the emergence processes of Modern Hebrew.
Moreover, this material strikingly attests to the measure of vitality spoken
Hebrew reached at a relatively early stage in its development. It proves that
the emergence of a colloquial register did not follow the consolidation of
Hebrew knowledge within the emergent speech community, but rather coincided with it. As early as the onset of the Mandate period, a colloquial register
already existed in the language, alongside other spoken varieties. Not all
speakers relied heavily on foreign usages which were subsequently uprooted
from the language; not all speakers used a normative, elevated language,
rooted in the Hebrew sources. Many speakers, as is evident from our
material, already spoke a variety which developed into contemporary spoken
Hebrew. For this kind of Hebrew these texts provide indispensable evidence.
Combined with data derived from other sources, the vital splinters of information retrievable from this material may enhance our understanding of
the unprecedented process that enabled the transformation of Hebrew into a
spoken, living language.

